Heterogeneous Big Smart data in Perspective of Smart Cities Development
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Abstract—We are living in the age of brilliance, where all things even smallest are going to be smart. In this era, smart cities are developing to enhance the quality of living of all people. That will reduce the consumption and cost of resources. In a smart city, transport energy, water industry, health care departments, agriculture departments and waste management are expected to perform intelligently, smartly and automatically. However, the size of data is always increasing and meaningless data storage is just a waste of the storage space and time. Large amount of heterogeneous data have challenges like complexities, securities and risks to the privacy of data. We need to fetch ‘Smart data’ from the big complex Data. Big data analytics and computing plays an important role in smart cities development and management. The data generated by smart cities will analysis using Big Data analytics. In this paper, we are discussing about different aspects of smart cities and their issues and challenges. Further the role of Big Data analytics and their tools and technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Big Data is an aspect of a smart city and on people’s lives [1]. Big data is growing; As a result, many IT companies and governments have started programs to utilize Big Data to support the sustainability and development of smart cities. That gives solutions to cities to maintain the requirements of smart city characteristics. These characteristics include transparent governance, improved quality of life, smart management of natural resources, smart traffic management, smart education, smart health facilities, development of urban area and many more. [2], as we know, to facilitate all such services large storage and computational facilities are needed. Big Data represented large volume data with diverse and heterogeneous dimensionalities. We need to extract useful knowledge and behavior that must process called ‘Smart data’ from the big complex Data. Smart data is meaningful and filtered data from Big Data. In this paper we are going to discuss about requirements of smart cites their issues and challenges in terms of Big Data.

Big data analytics and computing plays an important role in smart cities development and management. The data generated by smart cities will analysis using Big Data analytics. Big Data concerns “large-volume, complex and growing data sets”. One of the basic characteristics of the Big Data represented large volume data with diverse and heterogeneous dimensionalities. For small scale data mining tasks, a single computer with hard disk and processors are enough. And for Big Data mining, because data capacity is far beyond from a single personal computer can handle, a typical Big Data processing framework will rely on cluster computers with a high computing platform, where a data mining task is deployed by running some parallel programming tools, such as SAMOA (Scalable Advanced Massive Online Analysis) or MapReduce, on a large number of computing nodes (i.e. clusters). Distribution of Big Data gives better performance in terms of variety and large-volume, distributed pattern mining is one of the best method for Big Data performance[20][22]
II. REQUIREMENTS

A. Smart Cities:
Different type of devices needed in Internet of Things:
1) Sensors used to monitor utilities such as water supply, Electricity, transport to get real time data.
2) Gateways used to perform data analytics and aggregates real-time data from sensors
3) Communication infrastructure used to connect gateways.
4) Servers’ used to collect mine and warehouse the all data.

B. Big Data: The smart city communication develops large amount of heterogeneous data. To analyze those data we require some major aspects of Big Data.
1) Big Data Management: The smart city applications are generates large volumes of heterogeneous data in different formats. This data is collected in different amounts and on a regular basis. To make sure useful utilization of this data, it is important to have effective big data management tools. Big data management contains development and policies, procedures and execution of different architectures. As we know the data comes from variety of sources, there is a need for data management that will used to recognize, manage, classify in the different formats and sources. Data management also provides scalable maintenance for massive data [25], [26], [27].
2) Big Data Platforms for processing: Big data used to perform data analytics that requires high processing capabilities. For this we require high quality reliable softwares and hardwares. The platforms should offer high performance computing capabilities in optimized way that supports stream processing and fault tolerance capabilities. There are different platforms are available for Big Data Analytics such as Apache Mahout, SAMOA, HPCC, Hadoop Map Reduce, Stratospher and IBM Infosphere Streams [31], they provides the stream processing of real-time big data applications for smart cities. Big data can be also processed on the Cloud platform using Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [32].
3) Smart network infrastructure: Most big data applications for smart cities require having networks connecting their components like smart cars with GPS system, smart house devices with voice instructions, and smart phones. This network should be capable of efficiently transferring all the data from their sources to the server where data is stored, processed and collected to transfer responses back to the different components of the smart city. The distributed approach is more suitable for huge data. This is important to preserve the quality of the decision making process in the real-time big-data applications. [19].
4) Advanced software and algorithms: Big Data applications having their unique requirements and pressing that need for high volume high speed processing. Standard algorithms used in regular applications may not be efficient enough to process. These algorithms need to be optimized to handle high data volumes, large variety of data types, distributed components and time constraints on decision making processes, including various geographical locations. In addition, these algorithms need to work effectively across heterogeneous environments. The algorithm solutions must be capable and reliable of operating and managing in highly different dynamic environments [33].
5) Security and Privacy: As the most data collected and processed in smart city applications, that contains some form of private information, it is important to secure the all data at all levels. Basic security concerns are data privacy and data authentication.
6) Citizen Awareness: In the growing countries citizen must be smart and aware to use Internet of Things solutions. Their active use require in providing needed information related to the different aspects and issues they may encounter with smart city IoT applications. Awareness will help to enhance quality and performance of the smart city applications. [26].
7) Government Role: Governing entities of smart cities must provide solutions and guidance for illiterate citizens. They may provide the environment of openness and transparency. Citizen’s active participation and collaboration to keep, flow and the exchange of big data under control with security and privacy [10].

III. KEYS AND APPROCHES

The following eight key activities can be identified that often define a smart city [13]
• Smart Governance
• Smart Infrastructure
• Smart Building
• Smart Connectivity
• Smart Healthcare
• Smart Energy
Smart Mobility
Smart Citizens Equations

A. Five Layer Approach:

1) First Layer is Smart Environment; like smart real estate development in city.
2) Second layer is Smart Infrastructure like smart development of Rivers, Dams, Offices, and Roads etc. of a city.
3) Third Layer is Smart Facilities provide by government authorities in terms of E-banking, E-Lobby, Smart bank and smart government solutions.
4) Fourth layer contains Smart life services like e-hospital, smart living, use Internet of Things in basic needs.
5) Fifth layer is lifestyles, art and culture; this connects us with basics of ours.

These layers can be differentiating in different perspectives. Basically we are seeking the solutions for these layers in the terms of software’s, Internet of Things, Data Storing and analytics etc.

IV. BENEFITS AND OPPORTUNITIES

As we know in India currently, many cities are competing to be a smart city that gives benefits environmentally, socially and economically. For the same, we are going to discuss some of the benefits, opportunities and approaches that may help to develop a city to a smart city. These solutions may be possible to achieve and enhanced different levels of resilience, governance and sustainability. In addition to improve the quality of life we need solutions for infrastructures, natural resources and management [2].

Some of the benefits of having a smart city include the following:
1. Efficient resource utilization
2. Better quality of life
3. Higher levels of transparency

V. CHALLENGES

Developers are facing many challenges in the design phase, development phase and deployment phase of big data applications for smart cities. The concepts behind smart cities are dynamic and elaborative environments, so it is important to develop distributed and flexible technologies. The whole requirements of smart cities are divided in different parts and all parts having their individual challenges.

The basic challenges with available big data tools are analytics, accessibility and cost. This will affect the performance of applications and services of smart city [8]. Some of the key challenges using big data are following.

Data sources and characteristics: Heterogeneous Data is generated from different sources in different variety. They can be unstructured in form like text, images, video, audio, social sites data etc. The developer needs to manage and classify unstructured data format into structured data format [7]. As we know big data identified with different Vs, where basic 3 Vs are: Velocity, Volume and Variety. We can include more on it on the basis of data requirements they are Validity, Veracity, Volatility, Value [2] and Variability [20]. The current algorithms, methods and software tools of data mining cannot handle the size and complexity of data. Developers are facing more challenges like data analytics, system architecture, data evaluation, big data distributed mining, maximum time evolving data, data compression, data visualization, and hidden data [8].
Data and information Sharing: The second most important challenge for developers is information sharing among distributed and heterogeneous users of different departments of smart cities. As we know all the government authorities having their own warehouse or agency that contains private, sensitive and confidential information. At the security level the sensitive data sharing is a big challenge. In this era all users are containing their private information on smart phones. The data of personal information of all the citizens, like personal ID’s, addresses, numbers etc. are very sensitive and cannot be shared with all. The governments have to ensure that the privacy of citizens cannot be share [20].

Data Quality: The smart city will generate large amount of data, developers need to keep only important and informative data. As to store large amount of data distributed databases is needed, to balance the server load developers need to store only quality data in standard formats [21]. The challenge for developer is to keep data consistency, integrity and heterogeneity at large level otherwise that will cause challenges like data uncertainty and timeliness.

Security and privacy: other major challenge in a smart city using big data is security and privacy issues as we discussed in previous point, the sensitive information can’t be share. In basic, developer needs to apply high level security and privacy algorithms on confidential information of government and citizens, and protect data from malicious attacks and unauthorized use. In addition, applications are integrated together across different networks, which require high level security when the data move over different types of networks [20].

Cost: The specifically very elementary challenges are to understand the meaningful data from the junk data that anticipated into the internet, refer as “Smart Data”. Eighty-five percent of the entire data are noisy or meaningless. It is a very tough often assigned to verify and separate to refine the data from the noisy junk. In this era, all the organizations compromise with the already defined methods of conventional data. As latest technology, cloud computing and virtualization complicating the strength of mind or will to give a large amount of data solutions.

However, those technologies is gives the higher cost that all the organizations have to compromise. As we know, Data is growing up very quickly that it is enhancing expensive way to manage, store and analyze. The organizations hard try to find out how extended in space or time, where some of the data is meaningful, while other data are meaningless having no meaning hardly any hours after it have existed. To build Big Data solutions we will require new tools & technologies [2] [4] [5].

In smart city development high level software and hardware required, For example: sensors, Internet of Things, distributed databases etc. Cost is a sensitive issue because it is a government system developed for citizens. Government need to create a cost effective solutions. For Example an Energy usage reduction system [11] contains new components, features and systems government has to implement this model however, it is a very expensive to implement [16].

VI. CONCLUSION

Smart city and big data are two new and important concepts. Both contain same properties and challenges. To develop smart city applications we will get Big Data problems. This study gives both concepts and their definitions, challenges and some common attribute.
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